Using the Cyclo Polisher
What follows is a polishing primer. Many variations of the basic technique presented
here are possible. You will develop your own personal method over time.
The Cyclo polisher is used as the finish polisher and to restore aluminum surfaces that
have been polished before and are weathered but not corroded or scratched. The
Compounding polisher is used to restore corroded or damaged surfaces, and to reform
the surface of new aluminum so that it can be polished to a mirror finish.

Polishing Procedure
If you’ve seen the video we sell (which was produced by the Swift Aircraft Association) it
demonstrates a method that differs somewhat from our recommended method. The
Swift Association uses clean cotton fleece to do the final buffing. Our method uses
microfiber towels to do the buffing by hand. This eliminates the step that required a
separate buffing cloth be wrapped around the Cyclo polisher for the final buff. The
microfiber has the additional benefit of removing virtually all residual polish from around
rivet heads and it provides a brilliant, scratch-free shine.
The first thing to decide is which grade of Nuvite to use. Weathered or dull (but
previously polished) surfaces will first have to be polished with one of the coarse grades
of Nuvite (G6 or F7) followed by a finish polish with the fine grade, Nuvite S. Surfaces in
better starting condition my only require polishing with the fine grade.
The coarser grades leave a fine network of scratches on the surface that must be
removed by the finish polish. But you might be satisfied with polishing with the coarse
grade only. See the Nuvite Application Guide for more specific recommendations.
Good luck. Polishing is hard work but the results are rewarding

Step 1
Collect the necessary materials.
You will need the Cyclo polisher, Nuvite polish, the
cotton fleece “FleeceWraps” and microfiber towels
for the final buffing.
As explained in the following steps, the
FleeceWraps are used to apply the Nuvite via the
Cyclo polisher and work the surface. This is
followed by using the microfiber towels to remove
any residual polish and buff the surface.

Step 2
Get the Cyclo polisher set up. The Cyclo polisher is
fitted with our Black Foam polishing pads which are
covered with the Spandex bonnet covers that help
keep the pads clean. This is the standard setup.
Using FleeceWraps: Our FleeceWraps cloths
shown here are pre-cut to the optimum size and
have slits cut into the corners and sides.
These slits fit over the motor housing or front handle
of the Cyclo polisher. The tail of the fabric is rolled
up and clamped in front of the motor housing using
the hand-cuff type ratcheting clamp as shown in the
next photo.
One of these clamps is furnished with each 10-pack of CycloWraps.

The cloth stays in place while you polish. You don’t
have to pay constant attention to keeping the cloth
properly positioned under the heads of the polisher.

Not Using FleeceWraps: Use this method for
wrapping the cloth around the Cyclo polisher if
you’re not using our pre-cut FleeceWraps.

Grab the polishing cloth and wrap it around the front handle of the polisher, gripping it
tightly.

Pass the cloth under the polishing heads and grab
the other end of the cloth and wrap it around the
rear handle of the polisher.

Step 3
Apply a dab of polish to each head of the polisher.
Use about a ¼ teaspoon (a dab a little smaller than
an M&M candy).

Step 4
Polishing is done in small sections, about 2 or 3 feet
square. Before starting the Cyclo polisher, touch
the heads in two or three spots in the selected area
to spread the polish around a bit.
Then start the polisher and work the polish into the
surface. The polisher motion can be back-and-forth,
up-and-down or figure 8; it doesn’t seem to matter.
Polish until the surface turns uniformly light black.
Then keep polishing until all of the black is gone.
Keep polishing until there are only bits of residual
polish around rivets, in gaps, etc. This should be the
only black left on the metal. It will be removed with
the microfiber buffing towels.

Important: The most common mistake is using too much polish. It is just human nature
to think that more is better. But use only enough to get the surface lightly black, with lots
of metal showing through. If the surface turns opaque black, you’re using way too much
polish. This is true for all grades of Nuvite, and equally applicable when using the
Compounding polisher.
If too much is used, the polish acts as a lubricant and prevents the cutting/polishing
action from being effective. The polish should begin to disappear after 30 seconds of
polishing and it should be all gone and the surface virtually dry before you quit. The
cutting/polishing action is most effective in those last moments when the polish is
disappearing.

Step 5
Next, hand buff using the microfiber towels. Work around the rivet heads to remove all
traces of residual polish. Any polish left on at this stage will dry on and become almost
impossible to remove later.
As explained in the Cleaning Tips section at the
end of this Application Guide, a solvent such as
mineral spirits (paint thinner) or cornstarch can be
used to assist in the removal of residual polish.
Using a solvent is quite acceptable with polishing
with one of the coarser grades of Nuvite, but when
the finish polish is done with the S grade, only
microfiber towels and cornstarch should be used.
Using a solvent after the finish polish will remove
the protectants in the polish.
The microfiber towels have a real affinity for the polish and will remove virtually all
residual polish from around rivet heads. Plus they won’t scratch no matter how hard or
how long you buff. The resulting shine is even brighter and clearer than buffing with the
Cyclo polisher and cotton cloth. Note: The threads that are used to bind the edges of
the towels scratch so buff using the center of the towels.

Step 6
Now start the whole process over on a new section.
Reposition the polishing cloth so that a clean
section of cloth is used to apply the polish.
You may wish to do two sections before moving
clean cloth under the heads. But it will take

considerably longer for the Cyclo polisher to remove all of the residual polish on the
second section.

Step 7
After polishing maybe 50 square feet, the polishing
cloth will have become thoroughly caked with
polish with no clean areas left.
At this point discard the polishing cloth.
The FleeceWraps can be washed and re-used a
number of times if you don’t mind the mess it
makes in your washing machine. They also shrink
a lot because they are 100% cotton. Eventually
the fabric just wears out.

Cleaning Tips
It is very important to clean as you go. Residual polish should be removed from around
rivet heads and from seams as the polishing project progresses. If it dries on it is very
difficult to remove. One way to do this is to use a solvent to wipe the surface. The best
solvent we have found is mineral spirits. It evaporates slowly and has far fewer toxic
fumes than solvents such as lacquer thinner. But solvents such as lacquer thinner work
well if there is adequate ventilation. The best method is to apply some solvent to a
microfiber towel and wipe the surface. After the solvent has evaporated, there will be a
slight cloudiness to the metal. Wipe again with a dry microfiber towel to get the shine to
return.
If you are polishing with one of the coarse grades of Nuvite in preparation for a finish
polish with Nuvite S, it is important to remove all traces of the coarse polish before
moving on to the finish polish. We recommend cleaning the surface with solvent after
polishing with the coarse grade before starting the finish polish.
If you are doing the finish polish with Nuvite S, the surface should not be cleaned with a
solvent after polishing because this would remove all the polish and the protective

products in the polish. Instead, use a minimum amount of polish and pay careful
attention to buffing around rivet heads and other areas where the polish accumulates.
Cleaning with Cornstarch: A customer recently reported that using cornstarch rather
than mineral spirits for cleaning was very effective and eliminated the need to deal with
a solvent. Using cornstarch or wheat flour to remove residual polish is an old trick that
was in widespread use 50 years ago. Just use the microfiber with cornstarch rather than
with mineral spirits. It seems to remove the residual polish as good as a solvent. Just be
sure to clean each area as soon as you have finished polishing it.
When cornstarch is used after the finish polish with “S” it seems to not only remove the
residual polish but also produces a brilliant finish.

